Supporting Transitions during Covid 19
We here in Lollipop Lane have always prided ourselves on our transitions and our relationships with our
families, Therefore, when the reality of Covid 19 hit and we were required to come up with new ways in which
children were to enter the building and parents could not we had to think, we are fortunate that we have a
large garden with two access points. We also created 3 drop off and collection points for families these will be
introduced as time goes on. We opened up both access points to
facilitate an In and Out system to the garden, this allowed us to
enable parents to get as close as possible to our rooms without
actually ever coming into the building. Our 4 large full day care
rooms open out onto our large garden space.

We have created fun easily recognisable social distancing cues on our
footpaths, all the children recognise
Or handprint logo and these are now measured on the footpaths
throughout the entire outside of the building.

So where once in our hallways hung our curriculum plans, our information about
our rooms these now hang on the back doors, so as parents come to collect their
children from the Garden they can still in a safe environment see what has been happening throughout the day,
this allows parents the extra sense of security that their child is in a safe, caring environment which is
continuing to meet all the children’s needs.

Inside to remind everyone of what 2 metres actually looks like we had our local
print company design a 2-metre arrow in the main hall, while also decluttering
the entire space for ease of cleaning.

In the outdoor garden we have added new sheltered spaces scattered through including our new bell tent,
which each room can use throughout their time the garden regardless of weather!

As our garden in an extremely large space we have now divided it into two and
have also turned our once storage shed into the new changing room for outdoor
gear, wellie stands were made and the shed now has hanging space for each
room separately, to allow the wet gear to dry and ready for the following days use.
To support hand hygiene new outdoor sinks have been added and these are also used by the parents as they
pass through the garden space.

WE have custom bult everything where possible and managed to recycle pallets which we kindly donated by
local companies, this allowed us the freedom to build extra mud kitchens and outdoor spaces.

